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The creation of 4 “legacy” Country Houses, each within their own private landscaped park and gardens
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INCEPTION & VISION
The 100 acre Pickwick Estate was acquired seven years ago and
was seen as a site of special significance, given the backdrop of
the ancient Ridgeway, the close proximity of the historic city
Oxford, and the ease with which one can travel to London from
this location.
A site with natural ecology that had not been nurtured or
developed, the estate was literally ready be brought to life, with
the creation of a special and unique landscape. The Pickwick
Estate park land has, over the past 7 years, been specifically
designed to feature a limited group of country houses of
authentic architectural design (from 10,000 sq ft / 929 Sq M to
19,000 sq ft / 1765 Sq M), on individual sites of up to 24 acres.
A sophisticated landscaping programme has introduced water
courses and natural ecology in to each of the sites, as well as
the planting of treescapes (native oaks / species) on a very
significant scale. The treescapes predominantly feature mature
specimens that naturally provide the requisite cover, ensuring
the luxuriant privacy that will be enjoyed by each of the country
houses within the estate, and in addition, a sense of arrival for
each of the country houses has been specifically designed in to
the landscape.
The Pickwick Estate is a unique offering, with very few parallels
in Central Southern England
ARCHITECTURE & GARDENS
The intention at The Pickwick Estate has been to create
“legacy” houses through an authenticity applied to each
property’s architecture, and to this end, the consents gained
have featured a concentration on specific architectural styles
sensitive to the parkland setting, namely Georgian, Arts &
Crafts and Farmstead. Through use of authentic materials
applied by “artisan” craftsmen, the completed projects on the
estate are extraordinarily difficult to discern from their original
counterparts of centuries past. The opportunity exists of course
to pursue alternative architectural styles, subject to planning.

Whilst The Pickwick Estate has been formed around the concept
of a parkland landscape, it is intended that each of the featured
country houses within the estate will be set within “Chelsea”
standard gardens, with the estate owner / developer working
with internationally renowned plants-woman and landscape
designer Sarah Eberle in the delivery of this extraordinary
project. The plantsman’s craft is expertly applied here, and by
dint of this, the subject properties are all the more special and
unique for it.
DELIVERY & STAMP DUTY LAND TAX
Dependant upon the scale of the selected country house
design, the build complete project can be delivered to its owner
within 15 – 22 months, depending upon the scale of the building
opted for. Very highly competitive build contracts are being
offered by the estate owner with tried and tested long standing
contractors, who have reputations for delivering artisan / high
quality buildings
With prices on The Pickwick Estate ranging between £4.5
Million - £8 Million this means an SDLT liability of £453,750 to
£873,750 will apply to a build complete country house.
However, if as a prospective buyer of one of The Pickwick
Estate’s country houses, you privately commission
the build / creation of your home and gardens, then the SDLT
liability will be applied to the acquisition of the site only, and
the individual site values range from £2 Million to £3.5 Million.
This equates to an SDLT liability from £153,750 to £333,750 and
therefore a tax saving from £300,000 up to £540,000, depending
upon which site is selected for purchase.
This, combined with the value built in to the build contracts
being offered at The Pickwick Estate, can yield significant
savings that can be more wisely invested in to the creation of
your unique and therefore bespoke country house & gardens.

A lifestyle investment in an authentic country house is on the
wish list of many high net worth residential property buyers,
but there are key aspects that often determine this purchase, of
which the following are delivered upon by
The Pickwick Estate:• The close proximity of transport links for fast access to
London and overseas
• The close proximity of some of the UK’s best performing
private schools
• Genuine peace & quiet and an absence of noise pollution
• Living under a big sky with an absence of light pollution
• Securing a bankable address within a key geographic location
in the UK
• Covetable architecture with a true sense of arrival
• Discreet positioning, privacy and security
• Connectivity
• A house & gardens that are genuinely good for the soul
Just some of the criteria required by discerning buyers, and
uniquely delivered upon at The Pickwick Estate. The search for
one’s “Holy Grail” property can take years of painstaking effort
to find and acquire, but The Pickwick Estate offers you a rare and
bespoke solution to this problem.

To be crafted on behalf of 4 discerning purchasers:
Prices from £4.5 Million - £8 Million. For an on-site
consultation, contact the appointed ambassador to The
Pickwick Estate:

The appointed ambassador to The Pickwick Estate:

